The service of the following teachers are required in connection with the conduct of state level tournament for Primary Schools Boys & Girls being held at GSSS (B&G) Nalagarh Distt. Solan w.e.f 15.11.2017 to 19.11.2017. They will report at venue to the organizing secretary on dated 14.11.2017 at 10.00 A.M positively for marking of ground/track etc. They will be treated on duty and entitled for TA&DA as admissible under rules.

Competition Director:-Sh. Mammohan Sharma Director cum President of HPESSA
Manager of Competition:-Sh. Rajesh Thakur General Secretary HPESSA
Secretary of competition:-Sh. Yoginder Singh ADPEO (H/Q) DEEHP Shimla-1.

Jury of Appeal:-
1. Deputy Director Ele. Education – Solan
2. Sh Rajesh Thakur, Asst. Director, (PE) Dte of Ele. Edu Hp Shimla-1
3. Principal GBSSS Nalagarh Distt. Solan
5. Sh G.S Bedi, President PTF, JBT GPS Guler Block Nagorta Surian-KNG
6. Sh Ranjeet Singh Guleria Secretary HPPTF
7. Sh Suresh Kanwar JBT GPS Shilaroo Edu Block Matiana - Shimla

Volley Ball :- Boys
Sh Roop Raj HT GPS Kufferdhar-Rajgarh-SMR - Convener
1. Sh Roop Chand JBT GPS Badi-Meri Block Kullu-11, - Asstt. Convener
2. Sh Kanti Bhushan JBT GPS Tatho Edu Block Karsog II - MND
3. Sh Mohinder Verma HT GPS Kathog Edu Block Matiana - SML
4. Sh Ravinder Kumar JBT GPS Maheral Edu Block Bijnhi - HMR
5. Sh Manohar Jamalta JBT Edu Block Kupvi-SML
6. Sh Rajesh Kumar GPS Darod Edu .Block Sundla – Chamba
7. Sh Rajinder Kumar JBT GPS Tihari Edu Block Rakkar - KNG
8. Sh Rajinder Kumar JBT GPS Haritalyangar Ghumarwin 2 – BLP

Volley Ball :- Girls
Sh – Satya Prakash JBT GPS Pabiyana Edu. Block Rajgarh- SMR - Convener
2. Sh. Parshotam Kumar CHT GPS Slot Edu Block Kullu I-Kullu
3. Sh. Baldev Singh GPS Mal Education Block Bani Khet - CMB
4. Sh. Bitoo Machhan JBT Edu Block Rohroo - SML
5. Sh. Uttam Chand GPS Thalli Edu Block kalehli - Chamba
7. Sh. Vinod Kalta JBT Education Block Tikkar - SML
8. Sh. Desh Raj JBT GPS Dharli Edu Block Karsog II - MND
9. Sh Vikram HT GPS Roog Bakhota Edu Block Rajgarh- SMR
10. Sh Sanjev Kumar JBT GPS Chak Sarai Edu Block Amb - Una
Kho-Kho :: Boys
Sh Rajesh Kumar CHT GPS Bharari Block Shimla-SML-Convener
1. Sh Bhuipinder Singh GPS Bathu Education Block Tissa -Chamba
2. Sh Natter Singh JBT GPS Shiva Edu. Block Sataun SMR
3. Sh Surender Kumar JBT Jyoti Devi Edu Block Bihri -HMR
4. Sh Yeshwant Singh HT GPS Dada Siba Edu Block Dada SibA -KNG
5. Sh Jagroop Singh, JBT GPS KulsaI-D-Pur-11-MND
6. Sh Naresh Kumar JBT GPS Talyana Edu Block Ghumarwin II -BLP
7. Sh. Ramesh Kumar JBT GPS Bilaspur Edu Block Nagrota Suriyan- KNG
8. Sh. Kishori Lal JBT GPS Dobar Education Block Bangana -Una
9. Sh Rameshwar Sharma SHARMA JBT GPS Chokia SML

Kho-Kho :: Girls
Sh Pawan Pawari CHT GPS Pagla Block Chachiot-11 MND-Convener
2. Sh. Madan Lal Thakur JBT GPS Thalout Block Sader-MND
3. Sh. Mahavir Singh JBT GPS Ghiyagi Banjar Kullu
4. Sh Satya Pal JBT GPS Changha Edu Block Chamba -Chamba
5. Sh Dalip Singh JBT GPS Sathali Education Block Ghumarwin II -BLP
6. Sh Desh Raj HT GPS Dhandol Edu Block Chadhiar -KNG
7. Sh Rajeshwar Sharma JBT GPS Bhati Edu Block Sataun -SMR
8. Sh. Ajay Atri JBT GPS Dhroti Edu Block Rajgarh SMR
9. Sh. Sanjeev Kumar JBT GPS Chak Saray Edu Block Amb – Una
10. Sh. Gian Thakur JBT GPS Tara Devi Block Kasumpti -1 SML

Kabaddi- Boys
Sh -Convener – Sh Gayan Jhamta JBT Education Block Rohroo -SML
1. Sh Puran Dev HT GPS Bagi Bhanwas Edu Block Saraj II -MND
2. Sh Rajinder Singh HT GPS Hagwan Edu Block Indora- KNG
3. Sh Pradeep Mukhiya Education Block Roharoo -SML
4. Smt. Nalini JBT GPS Ballu Edu Block Chamba-Chamba
5. Sh Rohit Kumar Education Block Jubbal -SML
6. Smt Saroj Negi HT GPS Chamイヤ -MND
7. Sh Kaidar Singh JBT GPS Kinnu Block Bakras SMR
8. Sh. Narinder Singh JBT GPS Tarshanoo Edu Block Nerwa SML

Kabaddi- Girls
Sh Multan Singh JBT GPS Pucca Tilla Edu Block Nurpur KNG -Convener
1. Sh - Mohan Ranta HT GPS Nehra SML -Asstt. Convener
2. Sh Pintu Kumar PAT GPS Rajwal Edu Block Fatehpur -KNG
3. Sh Susheel Gupta JBT GPS Chhat Patipli DP II-MND
4. Sh Sarwan Kumar JBT GPS Purv Education Block Bhawarna -KNG
5. Sh Dev Raj JBT GPS Behli Edu Block Karsog II -MND
6. Sh Tulsi Ram JBT GPS Dhojali-Deha-SML
7. Smt. Taro Devi JBT GPS Rajera Edu Block Mehla II -Chamba
8. Sh. Jalam Singj JBT GPS Kalgo Edu Block Shilai Sirmour -
9. Sh. Verinder Singh PAT GPS Chaukath Sanhal Edu Block Bangana- Una
10. Sh Surinder Kumar JBT GPS Khadol Edu Block Bangana –Una
Athletics:- Track Events
Sh. Suresh Kumar JBT GPS Shilroop Block Matiana -Shimla -Convener
2. Sh. Dina Nath JBT GPS Sumani Dhar Edu Block Saraj II-MND
3. Sh. Devinder Singh JBT GPS Chamba
5. Sh. Anju Bala JBT GPS Talada Edu Block Banjar -KLU
6. Sh. Sanjeev Kumar JBT GPS Hambot Edu Block Ghumarwin I-BLP
7. Sh. Kushal Sharma JBT GPS Bela Edu Block Nadaun -HMR
8. Sh. Rajinder Sharma CHT GPS Dagesh Edu Block Ani -Kullu
9. Sh. Atma Ram JBT GPS Dhali Edu Block Theog- Shimla
10. Sh. Rajinder Negi JBT GPS Sangra Edu Block Nechar KNR
11. Sh. Ved Bhushan JBT Education Block Gagrate I Una

Athletics:- Throw Events
Sh. Balbir Singh JBT GPS Neri Edu Block Swarghat-BLP (Convener)
1. Sh. Noop Ram PAT GPS Dev Dhar Edu Block Seraj II -MND
2. Sh. Kamaljeet JBT GPS Gurkadi -KNG
3. Sh. Mal Chand JBT Education Block Nankhari -SML
4. Sh. Daleep Singh JBT GPS Ding Ding Kullu II- Kullu
5. Sh. Nika Ram JBT GPS Kau Edu Block SR-II MND
6. Sh. Sandeep Kumar JBT GPS Dhmandari Edu Block Amb Una
7. Sh. Mahesh Kumar JBT Badoli Edu Block Amb Una
8. Smt Prem Lata JBT GPS Harson Block / Distt. HMR
9. Ramesh Kumar JBT GPS Sarl Edu Block Chopal SML

Athletics:- Jump Events
Sh. Maya Ram JBT GPS Taliyana Edu Block Kuftadhar -SMR (Convener)
1. Sh. Chuda Mani HT GPS Bassi Chachiot I-MND
2. Sh. Karan Singh JBT GPS Gawal Tikkar Edu Baj Nath -KNG
3. Sh. Trilok Chand JBT GPS Kothi Edu Block Pooh Knr
4. Sh. Raj Kumar GPS Tlhapa Saring Edu Block Pooh KNR
5. Sh. Daulat Ram Dasta JBT GPS Dhaya Edu Block Nerwa SML
6. Sh. Sunil Tomer JBT GPS Naya SMR
7. Sh. Ram Lal Sharma JBT Ajeetpur SML

Badminton :- Boys
Sh. Mathura Dass JBT GPS Barwala Block Lambagaon-KNG- (Convener)
2. Sh. Inder Singh JBT Education Block Mashobra-SML
3. Sh. Ashok Kumar JBT GPS Roshwal Edu Block Kalpa -KNR
4. Sh. Rajesh Pathania HT GPS Hallan Kallar HMR
5. Sh. Vijay Kumar HT GPS Badehar Edu Block Badehar -Una
6. Sh. Hem Singh PAT GPS Mani SR-II-MND
7. Sh. Mohan Lal JBT GPS Neri Mashobra SML
8. Sh. Roop Chand JBT GPS Bari Neri Edu Block Kullu II-Kullu
Badminton: - Girls
Sh. Bir Bajrani CHT GPS Deem Block Kumarsain-Shimla-Convener
1. Sh. Anil Tommer JBT GPS Dugana Edu Block Kufotta -SMR
2. Sh Hari Dutt JBT CHT GPS Bhedi Edu Block Jhanduta -BLP
3. Sh. Sarwan Kumar JBT GPS Moorang Edu Block Kalpa-KNR
4. Sh. Sunil Kumar GPS Pukhred Edu Block Sihuntena -CMB
5. Sh. Mahinder Kumar HT GPS Jamthala Edu Block Sairgloo-MND
6. Sh. Lalit Badral JBT GPS Darkali E/Block Rampur SML
7. Sh Sanjeev Kumar PAT GPS Gind pur Malaun Education Block Gagrat II Una
8. Sh. Pawan Kumar JBT GPS Dehra Edu Block Kiani Chamba

Office Duty:-
2. Sh Kartar Singh JBT GPS Neoli -Kullu
3. Sh. Kulbhushan JBT GPS Nehru-Bagh-Sundernager-11-MND
4. Sh. Babu Ram JBT GPS Dharli Block SNR-11-Mandi
5. Sh. Deep Kumar, JBT GPS Kargal-Block Sundernager-11-MND

Stage Secretary:-
Sh. Ranjeet Guleria (Gen. Secy. )CHT GCPS Kitpal Block Nadaun HMR
1. Smt. Sandeep Kumari HT GPS Palampur KNK
2. Sh. Ashok Kumar JBT GPS Gawahi SML
3. Sh. Kailash Sharma, (Office Secy HPPTF) GPS Portmore
4. Sh. Brij Bhushan, PAT GPS Leach Block Gehra-Chamba

Prade Commander:-
1. Sh. Prem Thakur JBT GPS Kot Block Chachiot-MND (Prade Commander)
2. Smt. Bandana, PAT GPS Janyani Block Chachiot-1-MND (Asstt. Prade commander)

Member of Discipline Committee
1. Deputy Director Ele. Education -Una
2. Sh. Inder Thakur, Chief Pattrn CHT GPS GramEdu Block- Kullu
3. Sh. Krishan Pal Sharma, Cashier, HPPTF
4. Sh. Banke Bihari, Joint Secy. HPPTF
5. Sh. Shering Dorje, Chief Adviser HPPTF
6. Ravinder Pathania Chief Aud. HPPTF
7. Sh. Jagdish Sharma Office Secy HPPTFcum JBT GPS Bhekhalti Theog SML
8. All District Presidents. H.P ---- As District Contigent Incharge

Mess Committee
Sh. Pramod Kapil, Sr Vice President, PTF H.P JBT, GPS Kathiyahan -MND (Convener)
Sh. Naryain Sharma JBT GPS Cheog SML (Asstt. Convener)
1. Sh. Naresh Chander Sharma CHT GPS Khaira E/B Sunni Shimla
2. Sh. Bhim Singh, JBT GPS Mundroo Block Balh-MND
3. Sh. Vijay kumar JBT GPS Bdehar Edu Block Una - Una
4. Sh. Ravinder Kumar JBT GPS Gurch Edu Raja Ka Talab KNK
Cultural Programme / One Act Play
Sh. Ranjeet Guleria (Gen. Secy.) CHT GPS Kitpal Block Nadaun HMR (Convener Cultural)
1. Smt. Reeta Sharma CHT GPS Chillian Block Nadaun – HMR
2. Smt. Neelam Sharma HT GPS Sushwal Block Gumarwin I., -BLP
3. Smt. Prem Devi GPS Gehra Edu Block Gehre -Chamba
4. Smt. Hem Prabha, CHT GPS Totu – SML
5. Sh Ramesh Kumar JBTGPS Kikriwala Swarghat -BLP
6. Smt. Ruma Chandel HT GPS Soi Ghumwin BLP
7. Smt. Leela Chauhan CHT GPS Summer Hill SML

Group Song / Declamation
1. Sh Hitender Sahshi JBT GPS Lagautil Block Ani - KLU
2. Sh. Bhim Singh JBT GPS Naya Pab SMR
3. Smt. Phula Chandal HT GPS Soi Ghumwin BLP
4. Sh. Ramesh Sharma JBT GPS Balowa Edu Block TheogShimla –
5. Sh. Ranveer Rana HT GPS Sinta Edu Block Harrolli Una

Heads of the institutions of the above deputed official will insure that these officials are relieved well in time so as to unable to reach GBSSS Nalagarh Distt. Solan on 14.11.2017 at 10.00 A.M positively. All the officials will perform the duty in white dress and colour of dupatta will be Brown.

Endst No. Even , Dated:- Shimla Nov. 2017
Copy for information and necessary action forwarded to:-
1. All the DDEE in Himachal Pradesh
2. All the concerned Head of the institutions.
3. Organizing Secretary Cum -DDEE Solan with the request to make all necessary boarding and lodging arrangement for the Officer/officials concerned.
4. Principal, GSs (B&G) Nalagarh Distt. Solan HP
5. Guard File.